"Don'1 ever dare to take your
college as a matter of course—
because, like democracy and
freedom, many people you'll
never know anything about
have broken their hearts to
$et it for you."

AS YOU
LIKE IT!

Alice Duer Miller

Carnival Issue Is First
Of The New 1959 Staff

Thus week's issue is the first one published by the 1959 ECHO
staff under the editorship of William C. Droll , '60. The new Editorial Board is comprised of Rosemary Athearn '60, Don Freedman '60,
Penny Martin '60, Don Mordecai '60, and Diane Scrafton '61.
. Rosemary Athearn has assumed the position of news editor which
was held in 1958 by Jackie Bendelius. Rosemary is recording secretary
of Alpha Delta. Pi, copy editor of
the <e 0racle", a member of Student
Government, WAA, Canterbury
Club, and is serving this year as
a junior adviser.
Don Freedman remains the sports
editor of the ECHO for the second
year. Don is a member of Lambda
Chi Alpha, treasurer of 1959 Campus Chest, business manager of
both the Colby Eight and "Ikon",
captain of tlie soccer team, and is
a cheerleader. Don is also a junior
adviser.
Penny Martin is a member of TriDelt, has served on. the Social Committee for two years, and is a
member of the Women's Union
Committee.
Don Moredcai serves as IFC representative for Tau Delta Phi . Don
is one of th e stu den t vice-presiden t s
of the Library Associates, editor of
the IKON , an d i s a member of
Powder and Wig.
The position of feature editor has
been filled by Diane Scrafton, '61.
Di ane replaces Leslie Colit in this
position, and is a member of Alpha
Delta Pi and is their soph omore
representative to Pan-Hell. She has
served on the Rules and Revision
Com mittee of Student League. This
fall she represented the ECHO and
Stu-d- at the N.S.A. Press Conference at Smith College. Diane is also
a cheerleader.
Carolyn Evans ,. '61, has been
elected the new make-up editor replacing Alice Stebhins. Assistant
make-up editor is Cathy Troy, '61.
Betsy Harper, '61, and Jill William s, '61, are the new copy editors . Jackie Nunez , '61, has taken
the position of exchange editor
which was held last year by Betty
Lou Nyman .

O pera House Scene
For Musical Show

The Waterville City Council has
recently voted the use of the Opera
House for Colby's production of tho
musical "The Boyfriend" . The play
has been called a ' 'spoof of the musical s of the twenties" and ran for
six years in London , as well as two
years <on Broadway. It gave Julia
Andrews hor first opportunity on
tho American stage, and she credits
tho play with giving her the leading
Continued on Page Ten

Organized Relig'n
As a Failure"Topic
Chosen by Speaker

Allegorical Drama Vice*Preside nt rs Dea th
Produced by P&W
At little Theatre Gr eat Loss to College

Powder and Wig will present the
play EVERYMAN on February 19
and 20 at eight in the Little Theatre. EVERYMAN is a medieval morality play, an allegory based on
the eternal problem concerning the
values of life and death. This play
was selected in conjunction with
Religious Emphasis Week here at
Colby. David Marr will be playing
the title role.
Other members of the cast include
Penny Dean as "Good Deeds"- Jan
Haskins as "Five Wits " and Kindred", Diane Sadler as "Knowledge", Al Hubbard as "Fellowship " and Frank Gferrish "Death" .
Freshmen making their" debut on
the Colby stage will be Alice Evans
in the role of "Beauty " and Frank
Wiswall as "Goods ".
Costuming for the play is elegant
and extravagant. Many new costumes of fi n e materi als are i n the
ma king. Powder and Wig is , beginning to expand its permanent cosContinued on Page Ten

Committee Chosen
For Campus Chest

Pr ofesso r Walter Kaufman.%
Professor Walt er K au fm ana of
Princeton will be the main speaker
at the Religious Convocation this
year, wihcb is scheduled for February 22, 23 and 24. His topic for the
All-College Assembly, to be held on
February 23, is "Organized Religion As A Failure." He will speak at
11 a.m. in the Women 's Union.
That day at 7 p.m., Kaufman will
participate in "Overheard Conversation with Professor Kaufmann",
which will be held in the Hurd
Room , Roberts Union. Other participants will be Dr. Baldwin , Rabbi
Gittelsohn , the Reverend Peter MacLean , Professor Miller and the Reverend Robert Savidge.
Born in Germany in 1921, Kaufmann graduated from Williams College in 1941. After serving in the
Army Air Corps and Military Intelligence Service, he received his
Ph.D. from Harvard in 1947. He
has been a member of the Department of Philosophy at Princeton
since 19_7, His work has included
being Visiting.Professor at Columbia, Cornell , New School for Social
Research and the University of
Washington , Seattle ; and being the
Fullbright research professor in
Germany from 1955 to 1956.
Professor Kaufmann is tho author
Continued on Pago Ton

Winter Carnival Committee —• On floor , .Ann Kimball , Betty Lou
Nyman; Sealed , left to right , J oan Crowell, Bar bara Hunt e r , E laine
Ma ccaferri , Bonnie McGrego r , Claire Lyons, Liz Chamberlain;
Standing, left 'to rig ht , Skip Tolcitc, Ge org e Needham , Gilbert Loebs,
J ohn Ferric , Vince Castd gn acci, Marina Gache , Boh Brolli.

Plans are underway for Colby 's
Annual Campus Chest Drive which
will be , conducted in various forms
this year from April 6 through
April 11. The first meeting of the
Campus Chest was. held on Friday,
February 6, under the chairmanship of Maggie Wetzel and Walter
Matern. Other committee officers are
Wendy Ihlstrom, secretary, Don
Freedman, treasurer , and Marcia
Peterson, publicity chairman. Every
campus organization sends a representative to the campus chest meetings, which are held each Friday
afternoon at 4 o'clock in the Student League Room.
This year there will be no Campus
Chest Fair, and the committee is
still working on ideas to replace the
fair. As in the past, a tag sale will
be held and skits will be performed
in the fraternity houses on Saturday night, April 11. Futher plans
will be published as they are announced.

Mr. Galen Etistis
Arthur Galen Eustis Sr. died suddenly in the early morning of
January 29. To the ordinary and unassuming Colby student, Professor Eustis - was the Vice-President of Colby College. However,
to the alert and grateful student, Eustis was a Ivuman being dedicated
to his family and to Colby. It is not an easy task to find someone
in Colby's history as dedicated and sincere in his devotion to his
school. It is no wonder that he has
been termed "Mr. Colby " for "his
life is a reminder to everyone concerned with higher education in
Maine that no obstacle is too high
to surmount. " Here was a man
credited with directing the finance
and building program . for Colby 's
now Mayflower Hill campus. He
kept Colby alive through thick and
thin times. He has kept his alma
mater running in the black, an
extra-ordinary feat for any private
college.
There is no doubt that had Eustis
"chosen the field of private enter-

Memorable Performance
Given By Paul
Hindemith
Don
by

There is a deep satisfaction in
watching an experienced, selfassured , and deeply sensitive conductor who, in tho midst of his
conducting, can yot obviously bo in
rapport not only with tho work taking shape under his direction; but
with tho individual s whom he conducts. At one point in last Sunday
ni ght's memorable concert, Paul
Hindemith was " loading ono of his
own songs. Several memboi's of tho
group, falling in with the spirit of
this particular work, began to smile
wlnlo singing — a good trick, But
Hindemith turned and warmly returned the smiles. It is very seldom
thai; ono has tho privilege to see
and hoar performance that is so
obviously the result of a oloao communication' between tho oor_du<rtor,
tho chorus and tho work present^
ed. And tliis comment holds true
for the concert as a whole.
The Colby Community Orchestra
was augmented with members of
tho Now England Conservatory
Orchestra and Pierian Sod-ility of
1808 (Tho Harvard-Radoliff Orchestra) , Thoy started tho ovoning, un-

Mordecai
der 'tbe direction of tho world famous composer, who, as might bo
expected ,, turned out to bo no moan
conductor as well. With the proper
feelings and understanding, they
painted tho varied tones and hues
of Mendelssohn's Hebrides Overture. Then , tbe gloo olub , singing
a oapolla, (having boon previously
well trained by Hindemith's onetime student Potor Ro) , sang Dr.
Hindcmith's "Five Songs on Old
Texts," during which occurred tlie
incident above. Tho Orchestra finished the first half of ovoning with
a Suite from Handel' s multi-colored
"Water Music." Tho second hal f of
Iho progntfn was entirely devoted
to tho Bruoknor Mass in E Minor.
Tn this , tho Gloo Olub was accompanied by a. small wind ensemble ,,
whoso job it was , not so much to
accompany tho Mass, which is powerful and effective enough by itsel f ,
but to add to tho dimension and
range of thb work.
conducting
was
Hindomith's
beauti ful 'to • watch. His meth od
Roomed not ho much to keep timo
Continued on Pago Ton

prise , he should doubtless have died
a wealthy man ". Yet, he preferred
to return to his alma mater as an
instructor ' in the department of
economics in 1924. From the head
of the department of business administration in 1926 to treasurer in
1937 to vice-president in charge
of non-academic affairs in 1950,
Eustis established himself as a bulwark of Colby. Throu gh his keen
insight, ability to say no when the
budget would not allow further expenditure, his stretching of a few
dollars to miraculous lengths, and
his adventurous planning and careful buildingj ho brought Colby to
its present standing. We owe a
groat deal to Galen Eustis for "he
was as ' strong and dependable a
supporter as its concrete foundation ".
His interest in Colby dates back
to September, 1919, when ho entered as a freshman . Born in Strong
Maine, on May 31, 1901, Eustis always demonstrated his desire to
make tho best of what ho bad, From
valedictorian and president of his
high school class, ho entered Colby
and had his name on tho honor
roll every semester during his student career. In his sophomore year,
Eustis was an assistant student
instructor. His praiseworthy college
carcor saw him as an active athloto ,
president of tho senior class council , member of Phi Rota Kappa and
a 1923 magna cum laudo Colby
graduate. A ftor attending Harvard
Grndimto of Business Administration and gaininpi practical experience at tlio Irving Bank , Columbia
Trust Co. in Now York , Eustis returned to Colby even tually to become 'its vioo-president in charge of
non-aoadomio affairs , a position ho
hold until bis death .
Eusti s wns dedicated not only to
Colby, but also to his family and
his community and state. As a
Continued on Pago Ton
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Golfey Fraternities Gabe Lecture Features
Evaluated in 1955 Soviet Communism Topic

by John T. Wentworth
by D a n Hodges
From the classes of 1959,. '60,
At the first of the 1959 Gabrielson Lecture Series on Tuesday
and '6_, 383 men are members of
fraternities on this campus. The afternoon , February 10, Garl Joachim Friedrich addressed an audfreshman class will undoubtedly ience ^ overflowing from the Lovejoy Auditorium into the hall.
supply approximately 15 men per Speaking
on the subject of "Continuity a.nd Innovation in Soviet
house. As a result, the number of
men who are influenced by fraterni- Communism" he developed a lucid framework for understanding
EDITOR - W-LMAM C. DBXXLL* '69
MANAGING EDITOR - ALICE STEBBINS, '<50
ty life and attitudes is considerable. Soviet Communism. , Eminent ly qualif ied f or the subj ect, Prof e ssor
- BUSINESS MANAGER - RUSSELL ZYCH, '60
In September ' of 1955 a "Colby Friedrich was born in Leipzi g; Germany, obtained his Ph.D. Degree
Self-Study Report" was at the University of Heidelburg in 1925 , and is presen tl y Eaton
College
'
Penny
Martin
,
'60
'60,
EDITORIAL BOARD - Rosemary Athearn ,
Don Freedman , <50,
submitted to the Fund for the Professor of the Science of
E>on Mordecai, '60, Diane Scrafton , '61
Government at Harvard University.
Advancement of Education, estabSECTION EDITORS
Asst. Business Manager - Grayce Hall, '<5l
He began his speech with a refutation of two extreme points of
lished by the Ford Foundation . The
Advertising Manager - .Ann Weir, '61
News Editor - Rosemary Athearn, '60
Asst. Advertising Manager - Sue Miller, '61 Self-Study Committee itself was view about Russian Communism. Communism is neither the same
Teature Editor • Diane Scrafton, '61
Circulation' - Subscription Manager
Sports Editor - Don Freedman, '60
made up of President Bixler, Dean rigid Bolshevist movement which captured the Russian government
Make-up Editor - Carolyn Evans, '61
Lance Chase, '62 .
Marriner
, and Prof's. Benbow, in 1917 , nor is it a freel y evolving system varying with the cu rren t
Financial Manager .- Jerry La'Forgia, "60
Asst. Make-tip Editor • Cathy "Troy, '61
Corribellack
, Gilman , Koons, Lath- political situation. It is instead a totalitarian dictatorship, an entirel
Billing . - Da-vid Marr , '61
Copy Editors'
y
and Williams. This
rcp,
'SI
Smith,
Betsy Harper, '61
'61
Circulation
Staff
Dunnington,
Wiilliams,
Judy
Jill
new
form
of
-with
gowernmeht
six
clearly
definable
characteristics.
Schance Oliver, 'Gl Al Neigher, '62
Exchange Editor - Jackie Nunez, '61
committee conducted a critical, in"~
trospective study of Colby in rela- These characteristics which were outlined in a regrettably brief
REPORTERS and STAFF
'
Deborah Berry, '61 ; _\nn Gerry, '60 ; Pris Gwyn, "62 ; Genie Hall, '60 ; Gail Harden , 60; tion to such things as academic manner are a Utopian ideology, a single mass par ty with f ana tic
Ann Impey, '60 ; Mary Hurd , '62 ; Sandra Keef , '62 ; Jocelyn Keil, '61; Karen Kennedy, '60 ; standards, reading ability of stud- adherence to the ideology, a state monopol of the media of
y
mass
Gail Longenecker, '60; Brenda Lewison , '62 ; Linda Mackey, '60; Sue Maher, '61 ; Sandra ents
fraternities and sororities, communication a terroristic secret police
,
,
, a monopol y of effective
Noler, '61 ; Dan Parish, '60 ; Deborah Price, '62 ; Louise Robb, '60; Kathryn Smith, '62 ;
religion , AFROTC, and others.
Elaine Stark, '60 ; Judy vanbyck, '62 ; Susan Welch, "62 ; Dan Hodges, '61. '
"centr all y p lanned and directed economy. The ironic
weapons,
and
a
The committee report and recommendations on fraternity influ- hear t of t he totali t arian dic t a torship tha t is Russian Communism is
ence at Colby is based on a sub- the doctrine of the eventual withering away of the state.
report submitted by the Dean of
Proceeding from this analysis Professor Friedrich went into the
Men and a study made by a class heart of his speech — the interaction between continuity and change.
in Ethical Issues under Professor
The f irst area of continui ty is the doctrine of dialectical materialism.
John
Clark.
Colby has now accepted the benefits of the -N ational Defense
This'''view of history not only is t he f r amework f or C ommunist
Positive and N egative
Education Act of 1958, "under protest"! We have been told that it
t houg ht- but actually is the motivat ing force which has kept ComViews of Fraternities
is therefore a waste of time to discuss this program, or even to menIn his report the Dean pointed munism strong, yet has allowed it to evolve flexibl y to meet new
tion it, in t he ECHO , since there is nothing that can now be done out some of the constructive work
challenges. For instance, since cap it ali sm has very clearl y failed to
about it. That is the attitude of people who,' it seems, are not so sure done by various' houses on the camdisintegrate as Marx predicted , the doctrine of dialectical materialabout the strength of their convicitions, and may be afraid to have the pus , but he also made it clear that
certain negative influences are pres- ism has remained, yet permitted a Soviet change of attitude to the
affair dragged over the coals once more.
ent as a result of fraternity exis- institution. Where before coexistence with capitalism was unthinkThe Bill -i$ itself is obviousl y beneficial. We treat its nature elsetence. The positive virtues of frat- able, now it is the logical adaptation to the circumstances. A second
where in this issue. But there is the matter of the loyalty oath, and ernity life included civic group
area of continuity can be found in the Soviet approach to foreign
we are of the opinion that to accept this aid , notwithstanding the projec t s, nearly complete abolishaffairs. The guiding principle is, of course, the struggle for world
implications of the oath — whether or not under protest — is very ment of the "obnoxious" fraternity domination but not in the sense of territorial domination. Instead
,
,
Hell Weeks, and a favorable influwrong.
Mr.
Friedrich
stated
that
the
Soviet
Union
is
trying
to
achieve
a
ence on some discouraged students ,
Members of the faculty, who voted for the acceptance of the plan
i.e. they can persuade those in victory for Communism only. He cited as examples the curr ent
have, in some cases, said that they would do all in their power to trouble scholastically to stay on and
Berlin question and the recent Formosa crisis. He holds that the
dissuade any studen t coming to t hem f or ad vice f r om app lying for work h arder ' or they can persuade East Germans and the Chinese themselves called
upon Russia to help
withdrawn men to return to school.
the money while there are any strings, such as the oath , attached.
them, and that Russia responded in the name of their common
However , in relati on t o negat ive
It has been argued that the oath is, for all practical matters, r eall y
interests.
Russian forei gn p olicy is an aggressive one with its goal
inconsequential ; many people can simply not under stand all the influences Dean Nickerson brought
out that "the fraternities have in the victory of communism, "an empire of the mind", not of the
f uss abou t a simp le signing of what you believe in any ' case. And no manner taken a stand for the
.
Soviet Union.
it has been argued that the school should not refu se the. freedom to observance of the college regulaThe final minutes of Professor Friedrich's lect ure inevit abl y dealt
the student to make his own decisions as to what is, in the end, his tions against drinking. Concerning
with conflict between Russia and America. Each combatant has
the influence of fraternities on a
own fate. But neither of these arguments face up to the facts.
of learning, the Dean says : faith in the ultimate rightness of its system . But the faith of the
The oath is vague. None of us would object to an oath that we climate
C I have seen no general intellectual United States has apparently corroded within the last few years.
believe in the Cons t itution of the Uni ted St ates and do not willingly influence originating in fraterni- Whether or not this phenomenon is merel
y a f a tigue reaction is
supp or t any organi za t ion d edica t ed to t he over t hrow by f orce of the ties '."
impossible to say. The most effective way of fighting Communism
government of our country. But the oath as it reads does not state
Conclusions drawn by the Ethical
is to unders t and it f ull y. Then one can see that it is a temporarily
organization aims. If it was so desired by a headlines hungry politi- Issues group pinpoint some rather
attractive "phil osop hy of success" which is event uall y disillusioning.
cion, any organi z a t ion which con t ain s a Communist could be called important facts which shed li ght, on
the real relationship between house Such a phil osop h y do es not have t he stay ing power which comes
an organization which is dedicated to the overthrow of the govern- and college. "(The class) came to
from inner fulfillment on the individual level. Mr. Friedrich made
ment of the United States. We have seen, in t he not t oo dis t an t pa st , the basic conclusion that fraterno predictions on the outcome of the conflict;, instead he said , "It
such an example. The very vagueness of the oath , which ostensibl y nities D0> NOT promote , to a sat- all depends — on us!"
is to pr otect t he f reedom of the individual , could easil y be used as a isfactory degree, productive personAs the first Gabe lecturer Carl J. Friedrich has cogently presented
means of intimidation. It is a veritable sword of Damocles, which ality development within their own
a
clear
framework for grasping the nature arid motivations of Rusmembership, and do not contribute
may well never fall; but, then again , it might. And it is this possibility constructi vely to a favorable climate
sian Communism, His spe ech was , of necessity, scanty and elemenwhich we feel can do nothing but hinder intellectual freedom in for learning. The report goes on to
tary. Few of his points were new, but his balance presentation clarithis country; one will liave to be awfully careful before saying any- state : 'We found that the great
fied the subject. His most challenging statements concerned his
thing which migh t po ssibl y be construed in the wrong way, nor may majority of fraternity men join the analysis of Soviet f oreign policy. One wishes that he had had time
he j oin any organization without a slight pang of f ear which warns organization for reasons of security,
prestige , and self-esteem , all of to more f ull y expound his ideas on this subject. In any event, he
him that it mi ght event uall y, turn into something which he did riot which
load to a conformity quite cave us ' a strong beg inning to a promising series of lectures. '
at all • expect. Once having signed the oath , this individual is, of contradictory to pz-oduotiveness. As
course , liable to criminal prosecution for perjury — or something tho individual becomes more con- tee reached ten final conclusions show ardent loyalty to activities of
cerned with what an intimate group about Greek Letter organizations thp fraternity, but little to those
like that.
But nothing has been said yet in answer to the "fait accompli" thinks of him, Iris individuality de- on this campus. Conclusions 1, 2, 3, of tho collogo.
.
creases '."
and 0 are relevant to tho standing
Results of two particular parts
of the fact of the college's alread y having accepted the Act. There
of fraternities ancj they make points of tho Ethioacl Issues questionnaire
Opinions
Student
Cited
is only one way to combat the sort of attitude in government circles
study point out two attitudes of
Several student opinion state- which are not entirely favorable :
which engendered the Act, and that is to refuse to have anything ments riuido during interviews by
1. There is little evidence of con- considerable interest. Ono is that
to do with it. To accept under protest means nothing. The fact 1-thioar*' , -Issues investigators seem tribution to iho intellectu al life of immaturity ,and superficiality.
remains that the school has accepted , and this is all that is important. to bo pertinent. Ono woman stud- of tho collogo by: those organiza- A. part of the basis for this idea are
tions althpu
the sororities do
the question : "Why do
Colby is offering to its students only the chance to sign away their ent stated that : "Fraternities do bettor, iii thisglfrospoot than do tlio answers tojoin
fraternities P*' Tho
students
become
help
mothers'
boys
indepenfreedom. This hardl y outweighs the simple value of the freedom to dent and masculine, but they also fraternities,
answers included :,
choose which it offers them. This latter freedom would be taken away liolp thorn got dninlc, Thoy are cori2. Tho small number of returns
"Because I would become a
if the school decided against accepting the Act, but freedom of choice nornod with their own group and (to a quostionnairo sent out by thb brother and have friends."
is no real freedom at all when the only choice te a completel y un- tlioir own members, not with tho Ethical Issues group) in proportion , "It is the thing to do, "
to tho total luimbpr of members
"To loarn to ' live - with .people. "
satisfactory one. It is up to the students to express their .feelings, eollogo community". A fraternity
shows slight concern about tho place
"For the social-life. " ' "
inombor
mado
tlio
statement
that
:
but the responsibility lies with the faculty and the Board of Trustees "A fraternity hnis a higher
"Because I wanted to be ono of
, more of fraternities and sororities in tlio
to reverse what has been dpne,
tho boys 11'
important date status. Life in a collogo.
Tho other is that of unanimity.
Or rather , we might say that this WAS the responsibility of the fraternity is moro important be- 8. Little interest is manifest by
fraternities
Question
momin
having
.
their
lies
with
the
7 of the ^questionnaire
now
cause social life is firo ator ". Anfaculty and Board of Trustees. The responsibility
aslcod
hern
represented
activity
:
in
any
"What
do you consider tho
s„id
: "If you lileo something
students. The nature of the Act must not be now hushed up, it should other
strongest
oxcopt
athletics
arguments
.
for tho contho group does not. like, you aro a
be discussed and broug ht as much as possible into the li ght of sens- marked man. The group would
6. I) ratornitios living in thoir own tinuance of the fraternity system
ible clay. Students must carefull y weigh all the ramifications of a sig- rather do something that rpquiros houses, soom to havo isolated them- at Colby P" Each person agreed 4that
selves moro and mora from campus tho fraternity system should bo
nature on the bath. The money is very inviting. But until enough do thought. "
Continued on Pago Ton
Lastly, tho @olf-Study Commit- activities, Thoir momboro often
Continued on Page Six

Editorial

Issue At Stake

National Defense Education Act Is
Concern Of Colby Faculty Groups

Many Elements Oppose
Since the passage of the National Defense Education Act of

1958, a good deal of opposition has arisen regarding the loyalty oath
affixed to the Act. Section 100(f) of this act reads as follows : "No

part of any funds appropriated or~ otherwise made available for expenditure under authority of this Act shall be used to make pay-

The National Defense Education
Act of 1958 providing for government loans to college students has
been - accepted by Colby College.
The faculty voted to participate in
the program and the trustees have
subsequently given their consent . A
good deal of discussion has centered
upon various aspects of the program , and the faculty and administration were by no means in complete accord. It is felt that the ar
guments presented during these
meetings prior to acceptance of the
plan should be made public. In this
way, students can better understand the various aspects of the
program and will he better able to
decide whether or not to participate
— a choice which is now left to the
student's discretion.
Basically, the administration and
faculty are in opposition to the disclaimer affidavit which was included in the act. The major difference
of opinion concerned whether or not
Colby should participate- in the program as long as this oath existed.
A majority of the faculty felt that
the program should be .accepted althought an articulate minority
strongly opposed such participation.
The arguments which were presented by the majority faction were
as follows:
A decision by the faculty against
participation in the program would
deny the right of choice to a student. It was felt that this deprivation of student rights is an undesirable form of paternalism. It is one
more opportunity for a student to
assume responsibility ; it is a part
of liis education and development.
If a student andyor his parents
decide that participation in the program is desirable, the college should
not have the . right to deny such
funds to the individual in question.

ments or loans to any individual unless such individu al : (1) has executed and filed with the Commissioner an affidavit that he does not ademic freedom. " .
Haverford College Las definitely
believe in , and is not a member of ,
and does not support any organiza- decided on non-participation in the
program. Loans are being made to
tion that believes in , or teaches the
students under comparable
overthrow of the United States needy;
terms.
government by force or violence ox
The Presidents of Yale, Harvard,
bv, any illegal or unconstitutional
and Princeton have gone on record
methods ; and (2) has taken and
as opposing the loyalty path. Dr. A.
subscribed to an oath or affirmaPresident of Yale
C
tion in the following form : I do Whitney Griswold ,
University,
stated
that "oaths and
solemnly swear (or affirm) that I
affidavits
of
this
sort
are especialwill bear true faith and allegiance
ly distasteful when they are reto the Unite<i States of America,
quested of young people wlio are
and will support and defend the
Constituti on of th e United Stat es just entering upon the most importof their education exagainst all its enemies, foreign and ant phase
perience"
.
. . . Loyalty oath redomestic ' Th« provisions of Section
quirements
to represent a
"seem
1001, of title 18, United States
lack
of
confidence
in
those young
Code, shall be applicable with respeople and in their future, as well
pect to such affidavits."
as in the educational . process itThi s oath was included in the act
self.'
due to work of South Dakota ReThe American Association of Unipublican Senator Karl E. Mundt versity Professors feels that the
just prior to its passage in Con- disclaimer requirements is
"thorgress. It should be noted that Dem- oughly harmful.
" In a letter issued
ocratic Senators John Kennedy of by this group it is stated that they
,
Massachusetts and Joseph S. Clark are shocked and alarmed to find
"
of Pennsylvania have introduced a that students and teachers when
,
bill in the Senate for the purpose they are to receive funds
, are
of securing the repeal of the • dis- placed in a special category and
claimer.
must enter a humiliating disclaimer.
Arthur S. Fleming, Secretary of The Act seems to say to members
Health , Education and Welfare, has of the education al community :
expressed opposition to the oath in 'You are an important part of Amthat the disclaimer would not un- erican life and you have an admitcover subversive elements, "as such, ted real need , but let there be no
persons have no scruples about sign- mistake about the fact that you
ing such an affidavit."
are a particularly suspect part of
A joint statement was issued by the population and will have to pass
President James S. Coles of Bow- a special test that other citizens
doin , Charles F. Phillips of Bates , need not take.' This is a prejudgeand Colby 's President Bixler to the ment of the teachers and students
A second factor to be considered
effect that a. "disclaimer affidavit" of America which we cannot believe
is Basically a question of tactics.
constitutes "a serious threat to ac- the Congress intended to make."

1. If you were about to buy an autom
obile,
t$"
\^\
the
road-test
study
Vm
would
you
(A)
-WSjs
reports in the magazines, or (B) select
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the car that looks best to you?
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2. When
confronted with a menu with
lots ofisforeign
terms, do you (A) ask
what in each dish, or (B) accept the
waiter's recommendation?

an unfamiliar
<£% 3. When
t!h$7$&Qik
you invited to play the
u
(
A
do
refuse
t0 play until
ame
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rules, or (B)
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4. When
to
invited a party, do you (A) *
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accept, hoping to enjoy yourself no
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who attends, or (B) try to learn
matter
8
^Cwho will be there before accepting?
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If a governmental law or enactment is felt to be unjust , the correct procedure is to make use of
the constitutional devices available
to secure the repeal of the unjust
legislation. The program considered
in its entirety is of extreme value.
It is unsound reasoning to throw
out the whole program because one
aspect is found to be undesirable.
There is a good chance that the
oath may be removed , but to openly refuse to participate might only
antagonize certain members of Congress and the chance of success
would be lessened.
The importance of compromise
was also stressed as a necesary constituent of democracy. At times it
it necessary and desirable to - have
some degree of compromise in regard to ,ideals and reasons of practicality.
Finally, although signing the
oath could lead to subsequent prosecution in later life, it was f elt th at
the chances of this happening were
not too considerable.
These are the basic arguments of
the faculty members who support
Colby's entrance into the National
Education Defense Act program .
On the other hand , a substantial
minority of the faculty f elt th at th e
requirement was so dangerous that
the college should not participate
until the undesirable element within the program - specifically the
disclaimer affidavit - have been removed .
Colby has now formally accepted
the plan. Thus , it is- very important
that the students are fully aware of
the issues involved.
The opposition is clearly based
on the fact that these faculty members feel that the disclaimer affidavit is bad. It is considered so
harmful ¦> that
non-participation
should be advocated. The reasons
are many.
First , the very vagueness of the

5. In buying
$$iffl
a radio, would you be
f^\
influenced more by (A) low price, or
*£ \_ & j[ tt_
product features despite a
ncMni-^^lit
^
higher price?
slightly
UjBlKjnf^
^P
Lar^^^J""^*"
*
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^
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do you usuallv Prefer films that (A)
are -aV ana- diverting, or (B) have a
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social message?
When
into

phrase
you run
a foreign
in
' iMSt*.t» ^^Sj ^ 7. a textbook,
do you first (A) head for
\ *W -!MJ^
\j k ••j£#ljA /
a dictionary to find the meaning, or (B)
try to doPe out the meaning yourself?
r \<£$!<j§S__(
v0^t>i_QN_
iwlfrAs^Ss^
^zLLiJ^nL
sp%_. _J2?

I
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6. When deciding on what movie to see,

A[

8. When reading the paper, do you (A)
catch yourself concentrating on
scandal stories, or (B) spend your time
on news and editorial matter? ,

I ' • , Best in t he . world. They ioiow that only
^ ii. *TOJ__U -\ JLilJI ^^
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and
I
i
i^
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oath enables it to le subject to subsequent interpretation. A person
signing such a vague oath will naturally hesitate to join organizations
or to express unconventional ideas.
There have been too many cases of
people getting into trouble for doing
just that. Such oaths seriously inhibit the free play of ideas which
is the basis of academic freedom .
The oath is also attacked due to
its invidiousness. It implies a basic
distrust of a cert ain element of the
population ; it asks them for a special commitment before the issues
are even clear. A person is placed
in the awkward position of being
suspect if he signs the oath , suspect
if he refuses to.
A third factor concerns the possible unconstitutionality of the oath.
The disclaimer affidavit is thoroughly useless as a means of fighting subversive elements within the
nation. A communist will be only
too willing to sign a loyalty oath.
This oath tends to produce avoidence of commitments, avoidence of
joining organizations. It intimidates
the expression of ideas and it is
an important factor in creating a
passive, conformist , anti-intellectual
culture.
In view of these obligations, various methods must be utilized to
rescind the loyalty oath. Group action by the AAOP,. student bodies,
and faculty groups is one means to
this end. Non-participation on a college or individual level would also
be of assistance.
To place the ultimate decision in
the hands of the students in undesirable. In many cases a student is
not yet capable of assuming such
responsibility - particularly at the
freshman or sopliomore level! It is
unrealistic to suppose a real and
significant moral decision is possible. The advantages of the program
are too obvious ; the . unsavory asContinued on Page Six
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Winter Carnival Featu res Hoop
Ice Games; Two Day Ski Meet

The annual Winter Carnival weekend, perenniall y filled with sporting events, will this year feature top competition on all levels.
The weekend begins today with the ski team competing in two events at Sugarloaf. The slalom
will b egin at 10 a.m., while the downhill is scheduled for 2 p.m. In team competition with Colby
will be Harvard, N ew Br u n swick, Bowdoin, Bates, and Maine. The other two events, cross-country
and jump ing, will be held - at Farmington tomorrow at 9:30 and 2:00, respectively. There are Alpin e co mbi ned scores , a competiTomorrow at 2 p.m., Alfond Are- top in Ne~w England and will enter
tion where just downhill and slalom
na
will be the scene of a high spir- the game heavy favorites. As of
are figured in, and Nordic combined,
ited
Northeastern - Colby hockey January 5, they led the nation in
wherein cross—country and jump defense, allowing 50.8 points per
ing alone are counted. These are match. The Huskies boast wins
over such as Yale. Brown, Prince- game. Their scoring has been equalmerely counted for individual scorton, and R. P. I. The latter defeat- ly distributed with four men avering titles. The Skimeister award is
ed the Mules earlier in the season aging better than 12 points a game.
also given to the .individual high
by four goals and lost to the Hus- Ed Washington, a six foot seven
point man of the meet.
kies
by the same margin. Art Chis- sophomore from Cambridge, has
This afternoon at 4 p.m., the
h
olm , Northeastern center, is cur- been leading the team in scoring
freshman basketball team plays
rentl y eighth in , tie East in scor- and was third in the nation in rer
host to Maine Central Institute,
bounding. Co-captain Boh Cummingwhile tomorrow they face . Westings , six foot six" sen ior , has helped
At
4
p.m.
the
same
afternoon
a
,
brook High School, also at 4 p.m.
Washington completely dominate the
The team has performed at the same highly touted Baby Mule sextet
boards in games to date. The other
caliber that former, more h eralded will take the ice against the Northforward slot has been filled by Dick
f ros h h oopmen h ave and h as st oo d eastern frosh. The undeafted Colby
O'Connell , a six foot four sophoup well in the race of many tough squad has beaten the Harvard Junmore
, who high jumps more than
.breaks. Top-flight scorer Dave Thax- ior Varsity, Bowdoin Frosh, St. his height. Bill Gates, one of the
ter may be sidelined for the games, Dominic's and Stans t ead College
guard s , hit on more than 50 perbut Bill Waldeyer has picked ' up (Stanstead, Quebec).
The final sports encounter of the cent ,of his shots from the floor last
the slack well. Denny Kinne has
year . to place among the nation 's
started at the other guard , while week-end will be tomorrow night at
leaders. Co-captain Jack Leaman,
Eddie Williams, Steve Carpenter, 7 :30 when the M>ules play host to
and Ken Bee have handled the the Boston University hoopsters. second high scorer of the club, is
Th e Terr iers are ran k ed near the the other guard.
boards for the Frosh.

Middlebury Six Do<wns
Colby Pucksters, 7 * 4

Waterville, February 6 .. . The Mule puekmen stayed even most
of the game, but lost to Middlebury 7-4 on a second period splurge
by the visitors. Phil Latreille., Middlebury sophomore from Can ada,
maintained his position of third top scbrer in the east by turning the
hat trick against the Mules. &
Although Colby was on the defensive most^of the first period,
sophomores Sandy Boardman and
Colby (4)
John Maguire combined to put the Middlebury (7)
Williamson
g
hosts out ahead at 9 :20. Maguire Denison
rd
MacArthur
took the pass, skated through both Perry
Id
Cote
defensemen and lifted the shot to Coy
Morrison
J.
Fryberger
lw
the corner. Don Williamson played
Church
c
a phenomenal first frame, turning Karin
Fryberger
rw
Keltie
R.
back nearly twenty shots, most of
:
Latreille,
Middlebury
spares
which were well placed.
Wilkes,
Morrison,
Hultgreen,
Latreille tied the score at 3:05 of Knott, McNeill^ Kerney. Colby
the second session on a pass from spares : Maguire, Boardman*, Wilcaptain Mike Farin. Less than three merding, Arena,, Knowles, Sears,
minutes later, sophomore Jerry Daley.
Fryberger passed to Tor Hultgreen
First Period
who put the visitors ahead. Another
C-Maguire, Boardman , 9:20.
three minutes _r_d Bob IKeltie blast,-,¦
Second Period
ed a shot netward and Dick MorrisM-Latreille, Karen; 3:03; Mon jushed it across to tie the score Hultbreen, J. Fryberger, 5.55 ; Cagain.
Morrison, Keltie, 8 :40 ; M- Latreille,
Perry, Karin, 9:18 ; M- R.
Lattreille put Middlebury ahead
Fryberger,
J. Fryberger, Hultto stay at 9-18 with Karin and
green
, 13:00 ; C- Church, Keltie,
Perry assisting. The Fryberger
twins blasted another through the 17 :13; M- Latreille, Karin, 18 :00.
Third Period
twines to put the Panthers ahead
C- Keltie, Cote, 1:55; M- Karin,
hy two. Jay Church took a Boh
JCeltie pass to narrow the margin, u nass i s ted, 7 :56; M- R. Frybergbut within a minute Karin passed er , u nass i s t ed, 15:42.
Penalties : Karen
(slashing),
to Latreille for the third consecutive time and put Middlebury ahead Hultgreen (slashing) , Hultgreen
(charging).
by two once more.
Saves : Williamson 30, "Denison
Keltie pulled Colby into the game
31.
but two more Panther tallies closed
Officials : Sullivan , Cote. Time :
the game's scoring.
3-20's.

MULE KICKS
by DON FREEDMAN, Sport s Editor
The 1958-59 sports season marks an important step in Colby
athletics. It is the vear of Colby emergence on the big-name sports
scene. Basketball has crossed the line several times with Yale, U.
Conn., Holy Cross, Seton Hall , Loyola, and Akron among the oppoHowever, it ha s been a limi t ed , fluctua t ing crossing rath er
than one which has mushroomed and will continue to do so.
Baseball has been improving rapTrinity (63)
Goals Fouls Pts.
idly under the tutelage of John
Bergmann , If
3
4
10
Winkin. In his four years at Colby
Mayer
0
0
0 he has molded baseball into tha
Tansill, rf
5
I
11 most successful sport
on campus.
Ewart
1
4
6 He has finally brought
the team to
Anderson, o
2
7
11 the point where
, in one year , the
Lyons
2
2
6 southern trip jumps from
the likes
Roydon , rg
3
1
7 . of Towson and Catholic University
Langdon
0
0
0 to Duke, North Carolina.
Wake
Dwyer, lg
0
2
2 Forest
, and Delaware. This change
Gavin
2
0
'4 is not a temporary ono, but one that
Tatterofiold
fc
0
4 will typify future
schedules.
Totals
20
23
63
Colby _ (77) •
Goals Fouls Pts. The other, and more timely,
Swonson, If
2
2
6 change is in hookey. In iJack K«lly
Kelloy
4
0
8 's three previous years at Colby.
Nelson , rf
0
6 tho team had picked up Daitiw" 3
Burke
4
4
12 moufch , Army, Middlebury, HamilMarchotti , o
4
2
10 ton, and Northeastern for what
Nori
1
0
2 made a challenging sohedulo. HowCohen , rg
0
2 • 2 ever, in ono year, Harvard, Boston
Borquist
3
0
6 College, Providence, R.P.I. , and
Ruvo , lg
5
3
13 Boston University were added. Of
_
Pingroo
0
8 tho ten o/twf ilvo top powora in tho
Kopoliains
2
0
4 East , Colby neglects to play St.
Hunt
0
0
0 Lawrence and Olarkson. However,
Totals
32
13
77 tho Mulos havo shown that thoy
can grow into such a schedule by
Itoforoos : Loo and Malum.
giving moro than o creditable show¦— — ¦
_»»¦
'hp ¦
— MP ^i_i^-^_P' _|» «^«_»i^»^'^^' -p
*
ing against each of tho powerhouses
REPORTING
i thus far faced, Thoir reobvd is 9-6-1
Any studont who wl -Hos to! against tho best. Bob Koltio is
tenth , Dick Morrison sixteenth,
wrlto fo r tli o ECHO should conand
Jay Ohitroh nineteenth in scortac t Rasoitiary Atfioar n or Bill ;
i ing of all toamH in tho East , Only
Droll.
five mon nro graduating nnd on© of
the finest Frosh teams ever soon
i in tho East is coming up to fill tho
CH APEL SERVI CES
Fob. n Doan Soaman will ] vacancies.
speak at noon ohapol and Fob. |
It is a bright noto with whiqh t o
10 r Dr . Todrank will conduc t i face future athletics
, with such pro¦>
•
'
vos pors.
! gress
coming about all around ua.

sition.

Don Cote getting the puck out of the Colb y D efensive zone to Greg McArthur, waiting outside
the crease . The skirmish occurred in the last Colby - Northwestern hockey game at Alfond Arena.
The Mules play host to the Huskies tomorrow at 2:00.
ISSUE AT STAKE
Continued from Page Four
pressure is brought to boar upon
Congress to got rid of the oath,
there is money elsewhere. In the faculty and administration are iinwilling to locate this money, and will
point only to tho federal cash, per•3tMn_MM_Mft_M___M> -MOM! ^^^ J ^k« ^iKA ^_AA_^___ ^___ ^_ki A

THE MART |
Maine 's La rgest |
.i
Discount Store j
i

I
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haps it is again up to the students
to sot up some- sort of committee
with cooperative members of the
faculty and administration to discover moro sources of student aid.
Tho terribly vaguo oath which
was an innocuous, but potentially
highly dangerous rider on the Education Act must be fought. Accepting this money, under protest, is
not a very effective way to do this.
Tho only freedom which tlio students havo in place of intellectual
freedom , under tho present plan ,
is tho freedom to make a dangerous mistake.

Hoapsters Trounce
Trinity By 77-63

Waterville, February 6 . . . . Th©
Colby hoopmezi romped to a 77-63
win over Trinity College hero tonight, It evoned tho Mule season at
eight wins and eight losses.
Tho Bantams led at the opening
half of tho first quarter, but, after
eight minutes , Colby won tho lead
and hold it thoughp>ut the game.
Although the Mulos hold only a
at hal
four point bcl^e
f time , thoy
managed to fire a 46.6 per cent
, NATIONA L DE FEN SE
from tlio floor tho second half to
Continued from Pago Five
pull way ahead. Eleven mon hit
pects are tpo easily overlooked.
the scoring column for Colby, with
Collogo aooojitahpo of the pro- tlio substitutes playing much m ore
gram may appear to sanction ap- ball than , the regulars.
Trinity garnered ton moro rebounds than tlio Mulos, but not
when ' it counted. Tho Mulos showed
up pretty we]l considering thoir
weak opposition.

Awoiibuf y ou% Aj v&wL

Clean ,' comfortable and reasonable accommodations '
.
^ rv
for male students , clubs, tennis, administrators and
_
,
<
fcJ5?IT
groups in tho heart of midtown New York, close to , r ^pfffij |S
nil ' transportation and nearby Empire State Build- " \& HJj£H|
ing. All conveniences , cafeteria , coflce shop, tailor,
™||(II||||I1
laundry, barbershop, TV room, tours, etc. Booklet C.
[If i l
Rn tosi Single Rooms $2,20-$2.30i Doub le , Rooms $3,?.0-$3.CO : ' Blil llj |
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proval of tho plan in its entirety—
although this may' not bo tho raso.
This article is prosontcd primarily
ns a moans of education. Tlio EoftO
fools that tho studont should know
y WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A. j MjJm) I A ns , much as possibfo concerning tho'
¦& 380 West 34th St., Now York , N. Y. OXforil 5-5133 (nr. Ponn Sla.)
^J*4 JT¦ program bpforo Ito roaches a final
dcoiaion in regard to participation.
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Science Foiindat?n Tri-Oeita To Hive
Awards Colby Bio. Annua! Scholars'])
Delta Delta Delta lias announced
opening of its 1959 General
Department Grant the
Scholarshi
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ARROW Glen
Ify the shirt with the standout choice in collars —- the
regular button-down,or permaneht stay Arrow Glen.
Exclusive Mitoga® tailoring
carries throiigh the trim, tapered look from collar to waist
to cuff. ^Sanfpnzcd" broadcloth or oxford in stripes,
checks, solids. $4:00 up.
Cluett,Peabody & Co., Inc.
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Best .Wishes from

Optometrist
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WU$ Is Supported
By Campus Chest

,

F. D. Fortin

I
'

p award" competition.
-Any Colby woman is eligible, but
should be a well qualified student ,
showing promise of "valuable service
in her future community. The total
amount awarded may not exceed
$200 on any one of the 104 campuses where Tri-Delta chapters are
present. The successful candidates
will be notified by May 15, 1959.
Scholarshi ps may be used for the
1959 summer session.
Any girl interested should contact Gail Bowers in Mary Low as
soon as possible to get the necessary information. The closing date
will be Tuesday, February 24.

Colby has been awarded a grant
of |44,200 by the National Science
Foundation. The grant is to be
used for research in the field of
developmental biology. This program, will be launched at Colby next
fall , under the, direction of Dr. Melvin Spiegel , assistant profelsaor of
biology. He will be assisted by a
research technician, and a postdoctoral research fellow who will
be added to the college staff.
The program is described fcy Dr.
Spiegel as " a study of protein
changes in developing enibryos".
He has recently been completing
research on immunology of cell adhesion under a grant from tlie Na- approach difficulties arising from
tional Institute of Health , U. S. national prejudices with open minds.
Department of Health , Education
An example of the work that W.
and Welfare.
U.S. has done , and is doing, in the
area of student and social needs
can be found in its support of the
African Medical Scholarships Trust
Fund in South Africa. By supporting this fund , W.IT.S. has provided
many negro students with enough
If you contribute to Campus
money to enter tlie unsegregated
Chest, over 50% of your money will medical schools. This action is
efgo to World University Service.
fective in three ways. It increases
What is W.U.S. ? It is ,an inter- pressure in opposition to the disnational , student - run organization ciiminatory practices of the governwhich aims -to meet student needs ment it provides Hegroes with an
,
without the influence of any nation- education which they want and
al or political ties.
need, and it will ultimately lead to
, Aside from its cooperative asan increased number of doctors who
pects , W.U. S. has many practical may combat the medical needs of
advantages. Ifirst, being run. by stu- the neglected Negro communities.
dents, a higher degree of international understanding can be reached
among the thinking members of tomorrow's world. Second , fellow ' stu• |g» *d
dents understand each others ' problems and are able to> attack the moat
critical areas of need , such as housing, food , medical and academic
supplies. Finally,' being students ,
I 'Vf
the members of W.U.S. are able to

WAR SURPLUS AND
SPORTING GOODS
71-73 Temple Street
Waterville , Maine
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Live It Up — "As You Like If
i

Compliments of
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Dr. R. H. Moody

1

Optomet rist

Giguere's Barber Shop ;
and Beauty Parlor I
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Tel. TR 2-6021
,146 Main Street
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Much has happened these past few weeks in the Women s Athletic Association. January 14, a coffee was held, marking the end of
]
\ the first winter sports season. At this time, the winners of the various
tournaments were honored. Carlene Perry was the winner of the
badminton singles tournament, while Ellie Ardiff and Gail Bowers
took first place in the doubles tournament.
j
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EVELYN CARBINE 'S
LADIES' APPAREL
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"Did your car start this morning ? ? If not,
your car was undoubtedly frozen from stem to
stern. Give your car a break with "SDL", the fuel
system anti-freeze only found exclusively at
Cooky's".
:

Cookyi Says:
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Across from " WTVL Radio
Cor. Silver and Spring Streets
Waterville
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From the six teams, the freshman , sophomore, junior-sen ior, and
honorary varsity teams were chosen.
The freshmen team includes Margie
Brown , Liz Conley, Nancy Ela, Jo
Gesecus, Yvonne Pinnette, Jan
Porter , Jan Thompson , and Judy
van Dyck.
Chosen for the sophomore team
were : Margie Bartlett, Chickie Davidson, Amy Eisentrager, Lee Holcombe , Jocelyn Kiel , Ellen. McCue,
Carla Possinger , and Cathy Troy.
Those on the junior-senior team are :
Gail Bowers, Unie Bucholz, Jan
Clark, Chig Doloff , and Libby La-

1

I

PARKAS
CLOTHES
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W.A.A. also sponsored a volleyball tournament. Co-capfcains of the
six teams were the folio-wing : Margaret Bartlett and Liz Conley, Carol
Davidson and Cathy 'Troy, Amy
Eisentrager and Jo Gantt, Mary
Jane Rutherford and Jill Williams,
Jean Gaffney and Lee Holcombe,
and Jocelyn Keil and Caila Possinger. The Gaffney Holcombe team "was
the winner of a very close and exciting contest, aided fcy players,
Gail Bowers, Dotty BoyntOn, Brenda Browne, Willie De Kadt, Ida
Mae Gore, Judy Hoffman, Nancy
Judd , Ellen McCue, Ginny Murphy
and Janice Thompson.

WINTER ° CARNIVAL

j
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W. A. A. Coffee Honors Bennington CoL
Instructor Visits
Class - Varsit y Teams
For The Semester
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S WE A T E R S
Full fashioned by Lord Jeff

* Pure Silk Repp Stripes
# EngK*. Wool Challis

$9.95

3 for $5.00
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Reg. $2.50 - $1.79 ea.

Reg. $13.95 '
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A program at Bennington College
of non-resident term employment
offers Colby Women's Athletic department a new instructor in Modern Dance. Miss Pamela Hage, a
student from Bennington , formerly
from Maplewood , New Jersey, will
tham.
be at Colby for the rest of the
Chosen from all four classes , the present athletic season.
honorary varsity consists of: Margie
While on the Mayflower Hill
Bartl ett , Jan Clark, Amy Eisentra- campus, Miss Hage will be
teachger/, Jo Gesecus", Lee *Holcombe, ing the modern dance classes held
Jocelyn Keil, Carla Possinger, and
weekly in the Women's Union reCathy Troy. Also -honored at this
cently redecorated dance instruction
time was Woodman Hall , the winroom. Aside from her regular classner of the interdorm volleyball, toures, Miss Hage is working with Liz
nament.
Chamberlain , president of the Mod•Colby girls are honored to have
ern Dance Club, on the forthcomMrs. Violet R. Morin on campus to
ing March 6 dance production. She
help them in skating classes. Mrs.
works with the dance groups on
Morin, a four-time figure skating
campus during her free afternoons
champion , was present at two skatand evenings. The Colby art deing classes this past week and plans
partment has also asked her to modto attend the Tuesday and Wednesel for the art classes. Miss Hage is
day classes during this coming
partici pating in the skating instrucweek. Anyone who wishes to benetion held currently at the Alfond
fit from her help and experience is
Arena.
urged to join the classes at these
Miss Hage's grandfather and his
times.
Amy Eisentrager, manager of the brother were members of George M.
Women's Rifle Team , has an- Cohen's musical comedy, and her
nounced that the rifle range in the grandfather at present appears oobasement of Johnson Hall is open, sionall y on television. Miss Hage
to all women every Friday after- has sung and danced on television
noon from 1:30 to 4 p.m. This sem- for six years.
She has also perester, all who wish to , may gain
formed and done the choreography
various certificates of achievement
in accordance with the standards in student school productions. She
set up by the National Rifle Asso- did the choreography for the Wilciation. If there are any questions liams College presentation of "Balor if anyone is interested in join - lyhoo"
and danced in the Williams
ing the group, please contact Amy
producti on of "Peter Pan ".
Eisentrager in 306 Foss.

A reminder — All extra hours
to be counted toward the W.A.A.
credit should he turned in to Judy
Sessler in Woodman Hall. This includes hours spent in exti'a gym
classes , skiing, skating, etc. Every
eight hours counts as one additional
point toward a W.A.A. award .
W.A.A.
The W.A.A. Inter-Dorm basketball
tournament
has been
| postponed from Feb. 16 to Feb.
|23. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_(
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Something New in CHINOS
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ALL NYLON PARKAS
white, red, black, light blue
solid colors 8.98 ,
gold print 10.98

j

navy, gray, black ; proportioned lengths
17.98

j

light blue or black ; proportioned lengths
35.00

j

WOOL GABARDINE PANTS
STRETCH PANTS

THE COLBY STORE .
WHERE YOU CAN CHARGE IT
HOWIE '41
LUDY '21
PACT ' '27 "
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Advanced Student
Skaters To Learn
Dance Techniques
Winter Carnival time is here around New England, and New
England colleges are offering exciting names as well as interesting
old' and new features.
Here in Maine3 Bates held its camiva] January 29 - February 1,
featuring the King's Men, an outstanding jazz group in the country.
The carnival opened on Thursday night with Oscar Brand entertain-

ing arter the coronation of the
queen. With the thehie "I_lo_idike Fever," Bates students danced
at the Carnival Ball to the music
of Freddie Sateriale. A unique fe_>
tiire at Bates was a sugariiig-o>ff
party at which hot maple sugar
over cold snow was an unusual
mbrnirig treat. The Bates weekend
also included an ice show and a
talent show.
Bbwdoin , which held its carnival
February 6-8, is the first New England ' .-.lege to be visited by Les
Browri and .his Band of Renown.
The University of Maine , on February 20, will dance to the music
of Al Corey, and the weekend will
feature Jerry Mulligan.
Elsewhere in New England , Snoball Weekend at Brandeis featured
a "Sick , Sick, Sick" theme, borrowed from Jules Feiffer. At tie
"Somnambulist Swing," pajamaclad students danced to the music
of Chuck Irrail's band. A "sick"
movie, starring Peter Lorre, preceded a formal dance Saturday
night at the Sheraton-Bi ltmore.
At the , University of Massachusetts, the theme of the carnival was
"Crystal Carousel ." The Les and
Larry Elgart band , a fireworks display, and a song contest all highlighted the weekend of February
6-8.
The Elgart 1 s will also be feafeatnred at the University of Vermont "Kake Walk" weekend on

|

BERRY 'S

i

DENNISON SUPPLIES

'

STATIONERS

During the next women s athletic season, Mrs. Violet R. Morin
will be available to help advanced
den Six, Christmas City Six, Eli's
Chosen Six, and the Sultans ; Outdoor Evening, featuring a speetacuular set of championship figure
skaters, and a unique program included fireworks and the crowning
of a Queen . At the "Snow Shuffle "
dance students enjoyed the music
of Don Drouin. An added attraction this year was The Boy Friend ,
reviving a pre-World War II custom of having a musical .for the
weekend.

Feb. 20-22. Maynard Ferguson,
coming to Colby this weekend , will
also be a visitor to the U of V
campus.
Northeastern held its first Winter Festival early in January. "Famous Last Words " w as the theme,
¦
and . the winning snow sculptures
were "Flunk now, avoid the rush",
and Six munce ugo i cutnt evn
spel injuneer and now i are one."
At Middlebury, the carnival ice
show will be organized around a
"Disneyland" theme, with adaptaFeb .11-14
tions from Fantasyland , Adventure- "THE GIRL IN THE BIKINI"
land , and Frontierland.
Briget Bardot
New England's most famous i COM PLETELY IN ENGLISH
¦•
Winter Carnival is at Dartmouth,
Feb. 15-21
•]
and this year's was as exciting as
"I WANT TO LIVE"
ever. "The Good Old Days" theme
Susan Haward
united such events as inter-colle(Best Actress of the year — '
giate sknng contests ; swimming
!
N.Y. film critics)
competition ; a jazz concert featurSimon Oakland
.
ing Eddie Condon , The Royal Gar-

skaters and to instruct figure skat- Waltz" and Mrs. Morin has hopes
ing Tuesday and Wednesday after- of rousing real enthusiasm in the
noons at the Harold Alfond Arena. art of dancing on ice. '
She is also at the arena Wednesday ,
to work with
individuals
morning^
Harold B. Berdeen
'
on the rink.
Job , Novelty & Social Printing
Mrs. Morin , formerly of Franklin,
"We Give You Service "
Mass., and now residing in BrunsTelephone TR 3-3434
wick, Maine, has won both bronze
Wat erville
88 Pleasant St.
and silver medals in figure skating.
She has a number of championships
from Lake Placid , Boston , and
Rhode Island State competitions. J LnJ.i -miii.i l iftJiT ir**! 1 K mi 4>'
uL
Having qualified and entered the
Feb. 12-14
El
United States National and Eastern
|»
States Dance Competition, Mrs.
" it — Terrom from
Morin "very definitely feels that
Beyond Sp ace"
i"
dancing is the most popular aspect
C
"Curse of the
of. figure skating at the present."
I
Faceless Man "
j"
Rebecca Bachmann and Jock
Christie, students at Colby, have
Feb. 15 & 16
if
both won skating medals and are H
"Fort Massacre"
|J
now assisting Mrs. Morin with her H
H
II
Bowie
"Fort
"
afternoon classes. The instruction
is beginning with the "Dutch
mi
1
^
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"Good Shoes for
College Men and Women "

;

si Main Street
' Waterville,
Maine
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lhinklhh transl ation: This fellow reads
nothing but the phone book (numbers
only). The only music he likes is Iogarhythm—the only dessert he'll eat is pi.
When it comes to smoking, he's 100% for
Luckies. Enjoying the honest taste of fine
tobacco, he's a fairly agreeable fellow.
But the second he misplaces a decimal (or
his Luckies), his ire multiplies. Label him
wrathematician ... you've got his number!

170 Main Street

Waterville

¦
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English*A N G R Y ALGEBRA TEACHER

En a«sh : canine casanova

STUDIO GREETING CARDS !

Sales — Service — Rental

i

iBb

Starting- Wed. — One Week
"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
|
Starr ing
\
|Charleton Heston
Yul Brynner
I
Anne Baxter
Edward G. Robinson
Yvonne DeCarlo
Debra Paget
j
!

!
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GLASSES FITTED
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130 Main St., Waterville
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Start talking our language—we've got
hundreds of checks just itching to go!
We' ?aying $25 each for the Thinklish
f Jud«ed heaW Thinklish is easy: it's
words
new words from two words—like those on
this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike,
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MEMORABLE PERFORMANCE
Continued from Page Three
as it was a physical symbol of an
emotional communication from the
conductor to the orchestra and
chorus. He did not direct , but
evoked response he desired through
gestures which did not mark tempo, but exhort from each member of
the group his particular response
in relation to the.whole. Dr. Hindemith was conscious at all times
not only of the particular measure,
hut of the whole piece and , indeed ,
of the whole performance. Though
each numb er c ould , be fully appreciated in itself , it is remark abl e
how much the program as a whole
was a whole, with its different
parts carefully balanced in regard
to length and intensity, tone, and
mood.
For its pieces , the orchestra lived
up to, and in some spots -went beyond , expectations based upon its
previous appearances. Once more
one must remark on the fine tone
of the string section , which , after,
all, is . the basis of an orchestra.
And th e horns, normally somewhat
lacking in comparison to the
strings , were beautifully pleasing in
the "Water Music."
.»..

^^

_____ ___ _____

Tho hi gh point of th e even ing a: trustee 6f the New England Col- of the college will regard the new ny Dean, Dulcie. The girls at Ma-

was immediacy to a form of music
that normally takes a great deal
of exposure hefore appreciation is
fully possible . The Mass Was engaging, if you will forgive the word.
The maestro infused in the work
of his own appreciative powers , and
this in turn was transmitted by
the chorus to the audience, who
was -unusually, and rightfully, enthusiastic in its applause.
MR. GALEN EUSTIS
Continued from Page Three
form er Maine legislator from 1925
to 1929, Eustis had the distinction
of being the youngest member of
the House wlien he took a seat at
the age of 23. He was also a member of the Maine Unemployment
Compensation Board ; Davis Lodge ;
AF and AM of Strong ; Franklin
Chapter, RAM of Farmington ; a
Granger and a member of several
fraternities. He had been a director
of the Waterville Boys' Club since
1947, a trustee of Thayer Hospital
since 1941, Rotarian , Mason and
director of C. F. Hathaway Co.
. Governor • Frederick Payne appointed Mr. Eustis to the state's
Economic Advisory Board. He was
-
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dame Dubonett's. finishing- school
are : Betty Lou Nymaxi, Brenda
Phillips, and Pat Walker. The Boys::
Mark Brown, Bob Jordan , Larry
Phil James. Bob
Cushman , and
Ginn
y
Wri
ggins are Iiord
Brolli and
OPERA HOUSE
Brockhurst.
Pepe is playand Lady
Continued from .Page Three
Goodman
Mike
, and Pat Orr
ey by
role in "My Fair Lady". ,
part
of
Lolita.
Dick Hilthe
plays
"The Boy friend", now in its sec- ton will assume the roles of a waitond year of revival off Broadway, er and a Gendarme.
because of its verve and suitability
ALLEGOR ICAL DRAMA
for actors and actresses of college
Continued
from Page Three
becoming
the, mo st
age, is quickly
wardrobe
with this producperformed play on campuses all tume
The
costumes
are being made
across-the country,
tion.
• The plot of the play revolves by Judy Hoffman , the Powder and
around the oldest topic in the world Wig costume mistress. Helping her
the girls at Madame Dubonnet's in this capacity is -Joan Grant and
finishing school are there for the the costume committee.
Harriet Lunt and : Dick Casson
MRS degree. After many complications, at the end of the play, every- are in charge of make-up. Frank
one is m a position to ' live happily Spierling is in charge of sound , and
the production manager is Al Hubever after."
Bob Brown is th e musical dir ector bard. Dr. Suss is directing the play.
assisted by Bud Fisher. Such songs
ORGANIZED RELBGION
as "It' s Never Too Late To Fall
Continued from Page Three
In Love", "I Could Be Happy
With You", and "Won't You Char- of three important works : "Critileston With Me ?" guarantee an en- que of Religion and Philosophy",
joyable evening.
"Nietzsche : Philosopher , PsycholoThe final cast is as follows : Mrs. gist , Antichrist", and "From ShaheRuth Nickerson , Madame Dubon- speare to Existentialism : Studies
net ; Professor Gustavo Todrank , in Poetry, Religion and Philosophy "
Percival Browne ; and Carol York , which will be published in June. In
Polly Browne. Bob Huss plays the addition , he has been editor and
part of Tony ; IJinda Mackey, Mai- translator of "The Portable Nietzsie ; Keet Arnett, Bobby ; and Pen- sche", "Existentialism from Doso rmimirr n imwrrM n mrro n i«
n
i in niiiiiiiiiiiiii o mriii mini i»iiminiii miiii 11 iim toevsky to Sartre ", and "Judaism
and Christianity : Essays by Leo
^Qw^-^w |] Baeck" . He has contributed arti^ «* __ ' / j ^pfi ^BUinMPiw '
"
cles and essays to over a dozen volumes and encyclopedias in the United States, England , Germany, and
f q^
Israel , and also to journals ranging
from Partisan Review and Philosophical Review to Commentary and
Harper 's Magazine.
Wi_
ej^

leges Fund , secretary to Colby's
trustee committee on building and
grounds, and' a member of the trustee investment committee. "Yet, "behind professional competence was
a, personal warmth, a subtl e humor ,
an abiding love of family and fellow
man. "
President Julius Seelye Bixler
aptly; phrased Colby's indebtedness
to Eustis , a giant in Colby's growth
a monument of a man, with these
words : "Colby's loss in the death
of Professor Arthur Galen Eustis
is beyond measure. He had been so
active, not only in the creation of
Mayflower Hill, but also in helping
the college to grow to its present
statur e, that all of us had considered him indispensable.
"We had former the habit of
consulting him on any matter that
effected the health of the institution and had v alued hi s j udg ment
particularly . because it combined a
sure grasp, of relevant detail and a
deep and abiding love for the college.
"As Dr. J ohnson's trusted friend
and associate, he had , from the
beginning, born the brunt of the
Mayflower Hill campaign and in
these later years he had taken on
special duties for which his experience and training, along with his
unusual abilities , had fitted him
in a unique way. All the friends
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AL COREY'S MUSIC CENTER j
"Co me in and browse aroun d"

j

We have Lionel Hampton and
Maynard Ferguson Albums in Stock
H I FI S E T S
MUSICAL INSTR UMENTS
E V E R Y T HI N G IN MUSI C
Popular and Classical Records

j
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24 HOUR S ERVICE
¦
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FOR MEN—

® LOAFERS
• OXFORDS
. White Bucks
Off White
Gran y

3@/

COLBY FRATERNITIES
Continued ' from Page Four
continued for various reasons except for one lone dissenter who
_»>0«roBBB>()
_ IIIMIIIIimil ¦()-«aB--»04-__-__»()qB-M-»C-4-_____»C)«g-___E>()' said : "I feel that , fraternity con' I
tinuance has little in its favor. I've
I
.
found that social life is better but
intraschool relationship poor. Competition not of high calibre. "
The results of this study point
out many particular pros and cons
about fraternity existence. However, the most striking thing about
th e fi nal result is th at in all thr ee
sections (Dean's Report , Committee conclusions, Ethical Issues conclusions) the negative influences of
the fraternity far out-weigh the
positive influences. For a campus
this size and with the importance
of the place of fraternities on this
campus considered , the result s of
this Self-Study aro unfortunate and
extremely tragic.
However , this stud y was mod e
in 1955 which is four years in the
past. Is it possible that four years
has brou ght about a change and
th at a similar stud y made t oday
would show markedly different results P It would be interesting and
constructive to know , the ,answ er to
this question ,

FOR WOMEN —

• LOAFERS
• BUBBLES
• RUBBER SOLE OXFORDS
White or of f white
• FLAT S, MANY COLORS

¦uJ^
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Qu a l i t y Footwear f o r
C o lb y Men & Women

memorial. They •will
family their heartalong with acknowdebt that cannot be
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campus as his
extend to his
felt 'sympathy
ledgement of a
repaid. "
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1G6 • 158 Main Street
FREE WATERPROOFING
WITH CLEANING
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Candi dates Chosen For
Winter Carnival Queen

Will Perform
Sat. p. m* In Waterville

Students To Hear Ferguso n
Many Song Groups
This afternoon at 3 o clock in
Lorimer Chapel, the Colby Eight ,
under the direction of Keet Arnett ,
'59, and the Colbyettes , under the
direction of Ann Segrave, '59, will ,
once more be host to various college singing groups as part of Colby's annual Winter Carnival agen¦
•
•
da.
The Amherst Zumbyes and the
Mount Holyoke V-8's, both visiting Colby for the first time, will
remain on campus and sing at va-1
rious fraternity houses throughout
the weekend.
The, Bowdoin
Meddibernsters
with Ray Damaries as director , -will
be another of the participating
groups this afternoon.
The song fest is expected to last
for approximately two hours and
admission is included in the price
of the Carnival bids. For those
without bids, admission will be
charged at the door.

IMPROVEMENT SEEN
First row , Sue Chamberlin, Cris Rand. Second row , Sue Moulton,
Continued
frbm Page Two
Peg Bradbury, Becky Crane. Back row, Nancy Little, Alice Stebbins,
at the balls was provided fi rst by
Lou Chase , Peggy J ack. Absent, Kay German .
well-known Maine bandst and then
Candidates for. the 1959 Winter Carnival Queen , who was by popular New England bands.
The weekends, which cost |2.50
crowned last night at the ice show, included the following girls .
to about $5.00 had themes which
The Dekes chose Alice Stebbins as their candidate. Hailing from varied from year to year.
Slowly, as years progressed , the
Colchester , Conn., Alice is a member of Sigma Kappa. She majors
May nard Ferguson
Carnivals
became more extended
in American Literature and hopes to teach after graduation. Her
and many "firsts " were introduced
On Saturday afternoon , February 14 , from 2 to 4 p.m., the
junior year is a busy one, for besides being managing editor of the
to Colby College students. In tact ,
Opera House will be the scene of another 'first" for Colby. Maynard
Echo, she is a member of the Woin 1941, it was a 4-day weekend. The
a
senior
from
Portland
cy
Little,
,
men's, Judiciary Board , a Pan-Hell
Carnival Ball was held on Friday Ferguson , the famed trumpeteer., and his 12-man orchestra will prerepresentative, a Junior Adviser, Maine. Nancy is president of Sigma
"Weekend. The band features
Kappa , treasurer of the Women's evening. Also , the idea of having sent one of the main events of Carnival
and her Dorm Chairman.
Saturday
classes
dismissed for the a unique contemporary sound with a new mood which has been
Peggy Jack , a math- major from Student League and secretary of
weekend dates back to this year. popular at both dances and concerts. He has played at 17 jazz conboth
the
Senior
and
the
ComClass
Rye, N.Y. represented Beta Chi.
U p un ti l 1948, no Carnival activi- certs for high schools and 31 colPeggy is very active in religious mencement Committee. An Amerities were eve r scheduled on Sun- lege jazz concerts in the past year. Jazz Festival. Ferguson won the
activities on campus , being co- can Lit major , Nan looks forward
days. However, in this year , food , The musical director of the Newport Down Beat Award for three years
chairman of the Religious Convo- to a future in journalism.
The ATO's chose Sue Chamberlin fire , and fun were available for ev- Jazz Festival , George Wein , cites as "Top Trumpeter ", while he was
cation and an officer in both the
eryone at the Grand Pond Lodge. Maynard as "the greatest exponent with Stan Kenton. He has also travStudent Christian Association and to represent them in the competiThis '48 Carnival had another ' in- of the
elled across the United States with
tion.
Sue
comes
from
Groton
Mass.
,
'screech' or high note style
the Student Christian Movement. A
Jimmy Dorsey and Charlie Barnett.
novation. On Friday evening a can- trumpet playing
and
majors,
in
economics.
An
active
which has become
Dean's List student , Peggy is also
At the age of 15 he was the leader
dlelight
banqnet
was
held
for
all
T
r
i
D
e
lt
Sue
is
also
a
junior
ad,
a standard device in the voicing of
a Junior Adviser.
those
attending
of a successful orchestra comprised
the
weekend.
Years
viser
a
m
e
mb
e
r
o
f
Stu-G
a
cheer,
,
any large jazz orchestra . FergusThe Tau Delts selected Kay Gerago, the Carnival brought the first
of musicians twice his age.
leader
and
a
chapel
usher.
She
inon can be credited with creating the
man from Clifton , N.J. as their
nationally known band to the Colby
While in Hollywood he accepted
modern brass sound as evidenced
candidate. A senior sociology major , tends to go to graduate school folCollege
campus.
a
studio job where he learned the
1953
was
another
in the Herman-Kenton tradition ."
Kay is a member of Chi Omega and lowing her 1960 graduation.
addition
to
ways
of studio trumpet and movie
the
pattern
of
events.
Representing the Phi Delts was
This trumpeter is rated at the
serves on #he Senior Class ComFraternity
conducting.
During this time MayOpen
Houses
were
held
top by the many musicians and
mencement Committee and on the Peggy Bradbury, a senior psycholoon
Saturday
nard
formed
every size group possinig
hts
which
added
,
jazz lovers who have heard MayWomen's Union Committee. Next gy major from Warwick , R.I. Peggy
to
the
gaity
ble
from
a
trio
to a 21-piece orchesof
the
weekends.
nard at such places as Birdland ,
year at this time, Kay hopes to be is a member of Alpha Delta Pi and
tra
and
played
B
e
f
o
r
e
1954
up and down the
the
Carnival
issue
,
of tho Psychology Club. After her
Storyville , as well as the Newport
working in Washington , D.C.
of
the
Echo
Cali
fornia
coast
on
weekends. With
was
the
same
as
a
regThe choice of the D TJ's was Su- marriage this coming summer, Pegular
weekly
the
formation
of
his
provements
over
past
Winter
Car"ideal" orchesedition
except
for
the
sie Moulton from Portsmouth , N.H. gy hopes to return to Colby as a
fact
that
tra
(big
and
full
yet
the
nivals.
More
-events
were
added
news
all
small enough
in
it
was
pre,
A Dean's Iiist student , Susie majors member of the staff.
dominately
to
swing
together)
of
12, Maynard
of
which
were
moved
to
the
Colby
carnival
news.
For
the
The candidates were judged prinin sociology. She is a member of
fi
rst
time
came
east
for
a
three-week
in
College
campus.
Events
such
as
the
engagethe
history
of
the
Echo,
Alpha Delta Pi and is active in cipally on poise, personality, conthe
Carnival
ment
at
Birdland
in
New
York
Inter-Collegiate
Singing
issue
of
1954
Group
ConCity.
had
a
Hangout and in the Modern Dance versational ability, and personal
special
picture
cert
Within
six
months
the
orchestra
tho
Sunday
morning
Bromo
cover.
It
was
a
paper
,
and Psychology Clubs. After grad- beauty.
published entirely for Winter Car- Brunch , and the afternoon fratern- had been booked far in advance and
uation , Susie would like to combine
nival stories. One step better than ity fizzles were added. Furthermore, had appeared sixth on the annual
m ar ri age with a career in soci al
this was "tho Blue Light" , intro- tlie music of the society band of Down Beat orchestra poll.
work.
du ced in 1955, which was a maga- Lester Lanin gave the finishing
Now in its second year , the band
Chris Rand of Bangor , Maine
zine type n ewspaper with a full y touch to the weekend,
performed in the following places
proved / to> bo the favorite of the
colored front page.
Each Echo over the years , when during its fi rst : Birdland ; Jazz UnKDR 's. A sociology major, Chris
This "Bluo Light" was the stim- describing tho approaching carnival , d er th e Stars , Central Park ; Storyhopes to go into personnel work
Anoth er part of Wint er Carnival ulus for the
gay cover of ''Flights has said that it was "bigger and ville; Randall' s Island Jazz Festivafter , her graduation in June. Chris Weekend is centered around the
of Fancy ", 1958' s Winter Carnival b ettor " than over before, Each al; Academy of Music in Philadelis a member of Chi Om ega and is Saturday night fraternity parties.
issue. This paper was believed to time it turned out to be just that. phia ; Musio '58, Toronto ; Tho Bluo
active in the Glee Club.
In addition* to dance music, Alpha
be a further improvement over tho Therefore, when the Echo of 1959 Note , Chi cago; Carnegi e Hall , New
Becky
Crane from
Norway, Tau Omega is again featuring its p revi ous edition
for it contained a make s this st at em ent , and it d oes , York City ; the Newport Jazz FesMaine , represented Lambda Chi perennial skit. Delta Kappa Epsilsouvenir cover , whil e al so includin g tho students of Colby may be well tival ; Convention Hall , PhiladelAlpha. A Chi Omega , Becky servos on will havo a Saturday night para standardized edition of the Colby assured of its validit y, and of th e phia ; Musio Makers , Montreal ; and
on the Hangout Committee and is ty, and on Sunday aftern oon will
EohO. 1958 saw many other vast im- success of the weekend.
the Tonight Show in New York ,
social chairman of Foss. A junior havo
Dalo
Whitney's
"Black
and a biol ogy maj or , Book y plans Bears", featuring Fat Man Robint o be .either a lab technician or re- son.
search worker.
"Danny 's Down Eastors " are
Sigma Thota Psi voted Lou Chase providing the musio for Phi Delta
as thoir candidate for quoon. From Thota. Lambda Chi Alpha is having
East . Brewster , Mass., Lou majors Dalo Whitney 's jazz band , the
in musio and is a member of both "Black Boars" from tho University
the Colbyettes and tho band. Loii of Maine, Oscar Brown 's seven pi ece
if» a mom "bor of Chi Omega.
danoo band from Wntorvillo is tho
Representing the Zotos was Nan- attraction to bo off ered by Tau Delta Phi, Rook and roll musio will bo
hoard in th o Z ota Psi house , provided by tho five piece "Silver Dollar Band" from Watcrvillo.
Delta Upsilon will provide the
"Polar Boar Five", a, combination
jaWdanoo hand from Bowdoin.
Sigma Thota Psi is holding its parAmerican & Sy rian Fo od
ty in tho Han gout and will havo a
Hovon piooo band -which includes
several vocalists, Beta Chi will havo
GO TEMPLE STREET
entertainment , furnished by HanAir Conditioning
son's Band from Portland , in Robert' s Union,

Sat. Night Parties

Give Varied Music

F o r Win t er C a rnival

MAJESTIC !

RESTAURANT

Home Style Cooking
Now Located At

i

Weekend

We offer Colby glasses, mugs, animals;
pennants, sweat and T-shirts, scarfs with
matching cap and mittens, j ewelry, and
other gifts at

"THE COLB Y BOOKSTORE "
In Miller Librar y
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